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A Torah should be able to last hundreds & hundreds of  years… 
so...why do you have a need to repair your current scrolls? 

Roll it and Roll it for Everything is in IT — Holy Rollers 

 

Sofer On Site now offers a fresh, new and exciting way to 

look after Torahs: “Holy Roller”™ Program, that trains indi-

viduals in the craft of proactive Torah care and ongoing 

maintenance. We teach you about your own Torahs and 

from where problems have originated. We will show how 

you can actually learn to constrain the source of the prob-

lems and thereby maintain or even eliminate those problems. This process will thereby maintain 

and improve the condition of your Torahs, even save you thousands by eliminating future un-

necessary repairs. 

Our hands on program will show you what are “so called” 

problems, but are really only “hype”… whereas we show and 

explain what are significant issues and how/why they have 

developed. By teaching about your scrolls we demonstrate the 

correct way to handle and maintain them, as well as how to 

monitor the conditions in your “Holy Ark”. 

We help you establish a Holy Rollers group, train them how to 

observe Torahs, track real issues [in the process send us digi-

tal pictures with questions] and finally, how we can help. 

This is all part of the process for  

Re-Adopting your own Sefer Torahs. 
1. A “Holy Roller” can be any congregant… seniors, families or post B’nai Mitzvah students. 

2. The Holy Rollers Club provides an opportunity for people to practically participate and contribute in a most exciting 

and uplifting way.  An excellent way to keep post B’nai Mitzvah youth involved, or an opportunity to bring youngsters 

together with their elders for Jewish activities. 

3. Meet regularly, i.e. once a month, to roll Torahs 6-10 sections, slowly, properly, carefully while looking inside. Learn 

what to look for, be shocked at what you see, ask questions concerning what you see and don’t yet understand. 

4. Properly rolling Torahs can lengthen their life and maintain or improve the quality of the scrolls. 

5. Learn the ways to correctly: roll a Torah, kiss the scroll for an aliyah, use the Yad-pointer, lift the Torah and what are 

the serious consequences from not, G-d forbid, handling scrolls properly. 

6. Learn to identify the first signs of problems, how to mark them or and how  to send us a digital pictures to evaluate. 

7. Learn to actually clean and sew your Sefer Torah (including how to repair tears)  and learn when not to clean or sew.  

8. The Holy Rollers concept should be properly introduced to the community.  We will assist in setting up this project 
through classes and hands-on training. 

ד‘‘בס  

How you care for your 

scrolls now directly 

correlates to how much 

restorations are needed 

in the future.   

Protect your investment!  

 
 


